AgileCraft® Datasheet

Time Tracking Add-On

AgileCraft provides a fully integrated, ﬂexible enterprise time tracking platform that allows
organizations to collect, manage, and track time across a globally distributed workforce while
remaining compliant with technical accounting regulations.

The AgileCraft Difference
AgileCraft provides an enterprise time tracking platform allowing organizations to collect, manage,
and track time across a globally distributed enterprise agile workforce. Reduce cost and improve
accuracy managing all aspects of people, work, and time in a single system.

Key Benefits

Reduce costs and improve
accuracy in billing

Manage people, work,
and time in a simple, yet
comprehensive system

Support technical accounting
compliance while enabling
agile at scale

Key Features
• Manage blended rates across employees, regions, and roles
• Enable end-to-end workﬂows with alerts and notiﬁcations to manage compliance
• Conﬁgure dashboards and access a rich set of exportable reports and a full API
• Localize calendars for regional holidays and work hours
• Track time via mobile devices to simplify time capture and reporting
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Time Tracking Add-On
Job Code Rollup & Project Cost Insight
Our enterprise time tracking allows you to stay close to your budget and time spent, as well as
review and align your project costs through different ﬁlters of job codes, roles, or projects.
Flexible & Custom Business Process
Whether you have strict limits on overtime, different bill rates by classiﬁcation, or blended
resources working across multiple projects, our system shapes around any unique business process.
Integrated, Automated Approval & Workﬂow
Our time and attendance records is easily rolled out to integrate with your existing tools, giving you
speed and ability to capture, plan, and report across your enterprise work.
Governance
Give your organization full visibility into staff that are billable, on PTO, or out on leave.
Mobile Time Tracking
Full-time, part-time, and remote consultants, distributed in the ﬁeld, can use mobile time tracking to
simplify time capture.
Enterprise Multinational Workﬂows
With teams in different time zones, conﬁgure your timecard submissions so that your groups are
always in compliance.

Want to learn more? Visit us at agilecraft.com/time to see how our time tracking solution can beneﬁt your
agile enterprise organization.

AgileCraft at a Glance
AgileCraft® delivers the most comprehensive software solution available for scaling Agile to the enterprise.
AgileCraft transforms the way organizations enable and manage Agile productivity across their enterprise,
portfolios, programs, and teams by aligning business strategy with technical execution. The AgileCraft
platform combines sophisticated planning, analysis, forecasting, and visualization with robust, multi-level
collaboration and management.
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